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RAYMOND FEGHALI CO & R.T.F for Trade and Industry are two of the leading companies in the market. Established by their chairman, Mr. Raymond Feghali, in 1972, they specialize in selling different industrial products from manual transmission to the most developed electro-mechanical and automated parts.

The company’s first priorities are to constantly improve and develop the market along with satisfying customers by dealing with the most important suppliers all over the world.

The company’s main activity is using their expertise to provide innovative & effective solutions to the most complex mechanical & electronic projects through a well qualified team that can develop, improve and satisfy the local and frontier customers by acquiring industrial parts with high quality and competitive prices in addition to the after sales support in industrial projects and technical reparations.
ELECTRIC MOTORS

- IEC Electric Motors
- Motors With Flanges
- Motors With Brakes
- Single Phase Motors
- Smooth Surface Motors
- Compact Motors With Gears
- Forced Air Cooling Fans
- Flanges
- Motor Accessories
Helical Geared Motors

Bevel Helical Geared Motors

Parallel Shaft Geared Motors

Shaft Mounted Gearboxes

Precision Planetary Gearboxes

Industrial Gearboxes

Worm Geared Motors

Gear Motors With Drives

Smooth Surface Gear Motors
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AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

- Variable Frequency Drives
- Programmable Logic Controllers
- Human Machine Interfaces
- Servo Motors And Drives
- Stepper Motors And Drives
- Rotary Encoders
- Temperature Controllers
- Elevator Drives
- Industrial Power Supplies
AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

- Load Cells
- Load Cell Indicators
- Flow Meters
- Linear Actuators
- Aluminum Profile Systems
- Industrial Robots
- Ball Screws And Guideways
- Linear Bearings
- Precision Couplings
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AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

- Proximity Sensors
- Photoelectric Tubular Sensors
- Photoelectric Sensors
- Label And Mark Fork Sensors
- Laser Distance Sensors
- Color Mark Sensors
- Pressure Sensors
- Camera Vision Sensors
- Sensors Accessories
ELECTRIC COMPONENTS

Electric Switches

Terminal Blocks

Relays

Industrial Connectors

Limit Switches

Monitoring And Controls

Crane Control Boxes

Wireless Remote Controls

Cable Drag Chains
The foundation of any business starts here.

- Gear Pumps
- Flow Dividers
- Hydraulic Motors
- Electric Control Valves
- Manual Control Valves
- Hydraulic Cylinders
- Power Packs
- Compact Power Packs
- Hydraulic Accessories
Hand Pallet Trucks

Scissor Lift Pallet Trucks

Hand Stackers

Drum Pickers

Electric Platforms

Scissor Lift Platforms

Chain Hoists

Transportation Skates

Steel Jacks
Roller Chains

Chain With Attachments

Sprockets

Bevel Gears

Racks And Pinions

Weld On Hubs

Couplings

V-Belt Pulleys

Timing Pulleys

POWER TRANSMISSIONS
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PLANT EQUIPMENTS

- Butterfly Valves
- Pressure Relief Valves
- Electric Vibrators
- Silo Weighing Systems
- Level Indicators
- Pneumatic Vibrators And Hammers
- Silo Filters
- Fuel Pumps
- Flow Meters
PLANT EQUIPMENTS

- Conveyor Belts
- Chevron Conveyor Belts
- Conveyor Belt Fasteners
- Conveyor Belt Adhesives
- Conveyor Rollers
- Conveyor Drums
- Screen Mesh
- Rock Drills
- Screw Conveyors
WEIGHING PRODUCTS

- Crane Scales
- Scale Palette Trucks
- Retail Scales
- Precision Scales
- Floor Scales
- Platform Scales
- Truck Scales
- Weighing Managment Softwares
- Scale Indicators